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The ideal coffee machine combines unbeatable quality with effective safe-
ty. Available as an option with the WMF 5000 S+ and the WMF 1500 S+, 
the Cup Guard locks automatically while a drink is being dispensed, pro-
tecting users against the risks of burning and splashing. That makes it 
especially useful in self-service venues. So your customers enjoy maximum 
safety, as well as outstanding coffee quality.

SAFE SELF-SERVICE USE,
THANKS TO AUTOMATIC DOOR LOCKING.

CUP GUARD
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HOW THE CUP GUARD WORKS

The self-closing WMF Cup Guard is a splash-proof door 
which protects users against the risk of burning or scal-
ding, guaranteeing the utmost safety in your venue. Avai-
lable as an option with the WMF 5000 S+ and the WMF 
1500 S+, the WMF Cup Guard is automatically locked by 
an electromagnet while a drink is being dispensed, and 
cannot be reopened until the beverage is ready. For addi-
tional protection, cyclical rinsing or starting the cleaning 
process is only possible when the WMF Cup Guard is closed.

YOUR BENEFITS OF THE CUP GUARD:

▪ PROTECTION AGAINST SPLASHING: 
The Cup Guard eliminates the risk of splashing 
during beverage dispensing. 

▪ PROTECTION AGAINST BURNING: 
As dispensing occurs behind the Cup Guard, there is 
no risk of the user being burned.

▪ AUTOMATIC LOCKING DURING DISPENSING: 
The Cup Guard remains locked until dispensing is complete, 
so users cannot accidentally remove a beverage early.

▪ AUTOMATIC LOCKING DURING CLEANING: 
Locking also occurs when cyclical cleaning begins 
or cleaning is activated manually.

AVAILABLE FOR:

WMF 5000 S+ * WMF 1500 S+ *

* Not available for retrofitting.

Learn more about the

WMF Cup Guard technology


